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Editorial

Seminar concerning poli. sci. heralded.

Some moons ago, I wrote on these pages that one of the things that most needed interest and attention would be the formation of some type of extra-curricular seminar in which students and faculty could meet and discuss the problems of the day, on a personal, rather than professional-classroom, basis.

Last Monday night I sat in Dining Room A and B of the College Union and listened to a seminar. What this place was the formation of a political science club, whose sole purpose is to get to all and really hand over to problems that may come to the fore over the course of discussion.

What remains to be seen now is if the club will be able to endure the vicissitudes and tribulations of what could result from a lack of participation. Participation, is perhaps, the key word in an organization such as this, but the appealing characteristic of the organization is the fact that here is, for once, in a situation in which students may actually learn something with no instructor to impress, no grade to secure, and no need to do anything.

Perhaps one of the appealing qualities of the newly organized group is that it is not set up to be run by many groups and organizations on campus, but few groups can boast of a pool of solid political science, an arena where, whether we admit it or not, concerns us all, for even on the smallest plain, man is a political animal.

The club, furthermore, is characterized by what may well be the best possible organization for a club such as this to have, none at all. In the sense that there are foundations to this organization, and I certainly hope that it remains this way, for the only way to be truly valuable discussion is, perhaps, by all parties concerned having an equal voice.

In other words, there is no favoritism in this organization, and I certainly hope that just about anyone could ask what it or not, concerns us all, for even on the smallest plain, man is a political animal.

April 29 — Oiling Club Meet—

APRIL 22 — Football Backers Club Ban-

APRIL 24 — Speech Roundtable, Room 206 St.

APRIL 25 — Annual Ball at the Mpls.

APRIL 26 — Student Recital, 8 p.m., Room 404.

WIZP: Swimming, 7 p.m.

Co-Rec. Activities, 7 p.m.

Co-Rec Volleyball, 7 p.m.

APRIL 30 — Oiling Club meet-

May 1 — WSU and Local Poli. Club—

Socialism means

Socialism means collective ownership of all the factories, mines, rail-

roads, land, and all the natural resources of wealth production. So-

cialism means production of things to satisfy not only our hunger, and capital, for profit. Socialism means the control and management of the industries and social services by the workers themselves, the government, the Socialists, who will come from the workers in
to Socialism in each branch of the government.

The rank and file will elect a Board of Directors. The two which have shown you that my numbers are not one and the same.
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ED. NOTE: The following letter was received at the Winona State University of California, and is submitted for publication.

E. J. van der Hoeve

EDITOR TO THE EDITOR:
The articles written by the BBU are for the most part, well written and contain a great deal of truth. I am glad to see them claim credit for much of the progress (economic) that this country has made. It is about time that we wake up as a nation and treat them as equal. Many black folk feel that violence is the only answer — but this is not a just desire — and probably the preponderance of blacks also disagree.

In some of the articles there are some questionable statements, i.e., "in Illinois black people are allowed to live in only 81 square miles." The source for this information is not given. I believe it is false. That black people live in 65 of 102 counties is also questionable. It is true that the population in the southern and urban areas is low in many counties. That black people live in only 65 of 117 cities or towns is also questionable.

It is true that most blacks in migrating from the South did settle in larger cities such as Chicago. It is also true that they have to struggle and little has been done to help them.

One other article caught my attention although I have heard it expressed before. Some of the leaders talk of the other black leaders as if they were inferior. I believe that is a misunderstanding of the relationship between the two leaders. The fact that the leaders of the world don't always share the same religious convictions as others and when something like "religious common ground" is emphasized so much, as it was last week, it becomes offensive and repulsive.

Gov. LeVander and his political platform carried on the emphasis of the following evening with dedication speeches, a New Testament reading, and singing. The final slogans emphasized the same thing as described above, a benediction, and hymn sung to the tune of St. John University. I thought for a moment that we were going to get something accomplished when 12 of us met privately after breakfast, but to discuss our differences. The only things talked about were Harvard's slight, his singing points, and the drug problem on campus.

E. J. van der Hoeve

TO THE EDITOR:
At the Winona YMCA's annual doubles handball tournament which was held last weekend, Winona State University has the highest number of entries. The competition was intense with some close matches. The championship match was won by John Perring, Pontiac, Illinois.

John Perring
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Winona State batsmen crashed a total of three home runs in their three contest against Southwest. Todd Spencer and Bob Stenzinski allowed five runs over the three games, but Shea and Greg Stezinski allowed one run, then two runs, then five runs.

The Warriors took a pair of wins over Southwest.

Among the 16 teams that competed the Dickinson Relay, eastern Iowa third, Northern Illinois second, Iowa second, Winona first, Lorain's fourth, two sixths, and an eighth.

For a 1:34.6 in the 880-yard relay, the placing order in the shuttle relay found Winona first, Lorain second, Eastern Iowa third, Northern Illinois fourth, and Madison fifth.

The placing order in the shuttle relay found Winona first, Lorain second, Eastern Iowa third, Northern Illinois fourth, and Madison fifth.

The placing order in the shuttle relay found Winona first, Lorain second, Eastern Iowa third, Northern Illinois fourth, and Madison fifth.

Winona State garnered the first, Stenzinski's only trouble came in the fifth inning. It was then that Tom Driscoll cracked a single to left field, and Greg Kiely rapped a home run over the left field screen.

The WSC team will host Gustavus Adolphus College, the fourth team in the three-game series.

Winona State's Tom Riley sent the first home run. Riley's blast came in the first game of the Warriors' double header romp over Southwest State last Saturday.